Structural analysis and visualization of protein-protein interactions is a challenging task since it is difficult to appreciate easily the extent of all contacts made by the residues forming the interfaces. In the case of viruses, structural analysis becomes even more demanding because several interfaces coexist and, in most cases, these are formed by hundreds of contacting residues that belong to multiple interacting coat proteins. CapsidMaps is an interactive analysis and visualization tool that is designed to benefit the structural virology community. Developed as an improved extension of the u-w Explorer, here we describe the details of its design and implementation. We present results of analysis of a spherical virus to showcase the features and utility of the new tool. CapsidMaps also facilitates the comparison of quaternary interactions between two spherical virus particles by computing a similarity (S)-score. The tool can also be used to identify residues that are solvent exposed and in the process of locating antigenic epitope regions as well as residues forming the inside surface of the capsid that interact with the nucleic acid genome. CapsidMaps is part of the VIPERdb Science Gateway, and is freely available as a web-based and cross-browser compliant application at http://viperdb.scripps.edu.
Introduction
Viruses are macromolecular machines made up of nucleo-protein components. Multiple copies of one or a few kinds of coat proteins (CPs) must assemble into symmetric closed shells (capsids), encapsulating their own genome in order to form a functional viral particle. In this respect, viral capsids provide an excellent resource for studying protein-protein interaction mechanisms in homooligomers that form symmetric closed shells as well as proteinnucleic acid interactions. In the case of virus capsids that self-assemble, this occurs rapidly and spontaneously with a high degree of fidelity. It is reasonable to assume that the self-assembly process require ''molecular recognition signals'' that are encoded into sequence and structure of the coat proteins in order to form the final virus particle. These molecular recognition signals are important for the initial nucleation and subsequent assembly. Identification of these signals could be the key to understand viral assembly, and possibly, macromolecular assembly in general. Nature and extent of these interactions between the coat protein subunits determine the size and the robustness of the capsid. Furthermore, analysis of protein-protein interactions at the CP subunit interfaces may provide insights into different assembly mechanisms involved in spontaneous self-assembly vs. those that might require auxiliary proteins.
Here, we refer to an ''interaction pattern'' as the specific spatial arrangement of CP subunit interface residues for a particular spherical capsid. Interface residues are defined by a distance based criteria, calculated for all residues in all subunits in an assembled capsid. Once identified, each residue forming the interaction pattern can be further characterized by the number of close contacts it makes with neighboring subunits, its buried surface area, or its sequence identity among members of the same virus family. In addition, the triangulation number (T) is a parameter used to describe how the CPs arrange among themselves in spherical viruses that display icosahedral symmetry. It usually refers to the number of unique/distinct structural environments, or often the number of coat protein subunits present in one of the icosahedral asymmetric units (IAUs, each one being 1/60th of an icosahedron), as described by Caspar and Klug (Caspar and Klug, 1962) . A number of icosahedral capsids have been structurally characterized at high resolution, displaying a diversity of geometric architectures having T numbers equal to 1, 3, 4, 7, 13 and above (see Fig. 1 for an example of the first three).
The simplest spherical viruses that display icosahedral symmetry are built by 60 copies of the same coat protein coming from a single gene product and occupy identical environments. More complex and larger capsids are composed of 60xT CPs (e.g., 120, 180, 240, 420, etc.) , although 120 subunit capsids (e.g., inner capsids of reoviruses) do not conform to canonical Caspar and Klug formulation of quasi-equivalence (Caspar and Klug, 1962) . In the cases where T > 1, the CPs that occupy an IAU are arranged in quasi-equivalent environments. Interestingly, even within a category of capsids having the same T number (e.g., T = 3), there could be significant variations in subunit associations when forming the respective capsids (Damodaran et al., 2002) .
To date, there are 271 unique three dimensional capsid structures known at atomic resolution, from 38 virus families and 73 genera. This dataset is curated and deposited at VIPERdb, a Science Gateway specialized in structural virology (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2009) . VIPERdb is supported by a relational database with a web interface, specifically designed for the analysis and visualization of icosahedral virus capsid structures. VIPERdb has become the global reference in the field as a comprehensive resource for the virology community, with an emphasis on the description and comparison of derived data from structural and computational analyses of virus capsids.
A novel methodology to map the location of residues involved in subunit-subunit interactions has been previously described (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2008) . These normalized diagrams proved to be useful as roadmaps for the visualization of the density, distribution and characteristics of the residues at the sub-unit interfaces. A preliminary implementation of this methodology was reported in the framework of VIPERdb, namely, the u-w Explorer (CarrilloTripp et al., 2009) . Although basic functionality was achieved, several efficiency improvements and analysis additions have been implemented since. Evolution of web technologies in recent years has allowed the development of CapsidMaps, an improved and updated extension to the u-w Explorer visualization and analysis capabilities. Here we describe the design and implementation specific details of CapsidMaps, and present results of the analysis of a spherical virus to showcase the power of the new tool.
Materials and methods

The u-w space representation
Azimuthal polar orthographic diagrams, or APODs, are simplified two dimensional representations of a three dimensional macromolecular virus structure (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2008) . APODs are made by projecting the capsid protein residues onto a unit sphere and then mapping to a plane using a mathematical transformation. Given the spherical nature of icosahedral virus capsids, the three dimensional Cartesian coordinates R (x, y, z) of the center of mass of each residue can also be represented in Spherical coordinates R (r, u, w) using the set of equations
where r is the magnitude of the vector R pointing to the center of mass of a protein residue, u is the azimuthal angle between the X axis and the projection of R into the XY plane (analogous to a longitude), and w is the polar angle between the Z axis and R (analogous to a latitude). Each vector R is first scaled into a unit vector, leaving all points lying on the surface of a unit sphere. A two dimensional map can be created by making an azimuthal polar orthographic projection onto a tangential plane to the sphere. This map represents the view of the sphere seen from the top of one of the poles, with the u angle starting at 0°at the positive X axis growing counterclockwise up to 360°after a full turn, and the w angle starting at 0°at the center of the map growing in concentric circles up to 90°a t the sphere's equator (Fig. 2) . This method provides a unique advantage by mapping residue locations onto the same central IAU representation, irrespective of the capsid size or T-number, since all asymmetric units are equivalent to each other, allowing the comparison between different viruses. However, the comparison of two viruses within a particular family and with the same T number gives most meaningful results. Furthermore, this methodology allows to selectively map residues located only at specific protein regions, i.e., at the intersubunit interfaces, the core of the proteins, the protein-nucleic acid interface or the solvent exposed residues. This provides a way to compare interactions of two or more spherical capsids, as well as to quantitatively estimate and visually assess the extent Fig.1 . Schematic representation of T = 1, T = 3, and T = 4 icosahedral lattices. Each trapezoid corresponds to an independent subunit. In the case of T = 1 capsids, all the subunits occupy an equivalent environment, namely A, whereas in T > 1 capsids, subunits occupy three, four or more distinct environments (in this case A, B, C, or D). The central icosahedral asymmetric unit is highlighted in each case. Adapted from Reddy and Johnson (2005) . of quaternary similarities. This method also highlights the density and distribution of protein-protein interactions with respect to the icosahedral symmetry axes in spherical space. Employing this methodology, answers to specific questions like ''what residues in the Black Beetle Virus are conserved among all members of the Nodavirus family and have contacts near the 5-fold symmetry axis?'', or ''what is the most abundant charged amino acid type on the outside surface among all the members of the Leviviridae family?'', can be easily found.
Similarity score
Quantifying the similarity between the quaternary structure present in an IAU of two different spherical capsids is useful when trying to compare and contrast protein-protein interfaces. The Sscore is a metric of similarity between the subunit interfaces of two viruses taking into account the subunit quaternary contacts (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2008) . It is defined as twice the ratio of common locations of interactions normalized by the total number of points of interactions in both the capsids that are being compared. The value of the S-score for a pair of viruses with identical subunit interfaces will be 1, decreasing up to 0 as the comparison diverges. In this way, the S-score is a valuable metric to quantitatively assess the similarity in quaternary interactions and subunit environments between two capsids. The S-score accurately identifies quaternary structure similarity, in comparison to other metrics which fail to discern details in the subunit interfaces (RMSD or TM-score). An analysis of spherical viral capsids in terms of the APODs and Sscores shows that the intra family or genus pair comparisons have S-scores values in the range of 1.0-0.6. On the other hand, inter family capsid pairs, which exhibit similar subunit folds and same capsid architecture (T-number) show S-scores values in the range of 0.6-0.3. Furthermore, capsid pairs with different T numbers will produce S-scores values below 0.3 (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2008) .
CapsidMaps: polar u-w maps implementation
Interactive tools developed for web browsers in recent years can be used to create interactive maps, instead of using static images. Mapping of residues of spherical viruses onto polar u-w maps is analogous to mapping cities onto a two dimensional longitude-latitude world map. This naturally led to exploit existing application programming interfaces (APIs) used to interact with geographic data through a web browser, and use it to display polar u-w maps of the locations of residues of the icosahedral virus capsid proteins. The Google Maps API allows developers to embed maps into web pages in several ways, for either simple use or extensive customization. With a few modifications to the libraries, Google Maps were adapted to the structural virology needs, taking advantage of its capabilities to develop the CapsidMaps tool, in this way offering an interactive way of displaying residue locations in u-w space, as previously described (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2009) .
In its present optimized form, the CapsidMaps application is composed of different layers. An schematic of its architecture can be found in Fig. 3 . The VIPER relational data base is located at the foundation, with a server-side VIPERdb API layer functioning as a bridge for the client-side scripts to access data, which in turn uses the Google Maps API library to interactively build and display the maps. A description of the improved implementation follows.
Server-side API
Extensive or complex processing that requires execution of several SQL statements has been implemented into stored procedures, therefore optimizing data extraction and avoiding overhead and network traffic. With the use of the object oriented programing paradigm (OOP), all searches are made by a searchObj() class instance. In this model, specific queries are stored in the data base, so there is no need to send big requests. Instead, the interface makes calls to the right procedure. There are other class instances in charge of the communication between the core API and the data base, data manipulation, XML formatting and transferring of data. The use of OOP also gives the advantage of having a scalable and easily maintainable code.
Client-side component
This is the interface the browser downloads so the user can interact with the platform. It is responsible for all communications between the client and the server, interpretation of the XML Fig.2 . Coordinate system transformation and polar azimuthal orthographic projection of the center of mass of a protein residue. Every coat protein residue is represented as a point in space (black dots). Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are transformed into an spherical system (r, u, w), setting, leaving all residues lying on the surface of a unit sphere. An orthogonal projection (parallel to the Z axis) onto a tangential plane through the North Pole is then applied, ending up with a two dimensional u-w polar map representation of the relative position of all coat protein residues.
formatted replies, manipulation of the u-w maps through a control panel and the automatized calculation of the S-score.
Google Maps API
A brief summary of the library's features related to the development of CapsidMaps is discussed here. Please refer to the Google Maps JavaScript API Developer's Guide (https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial) for more details. An upgrade to the Google Maps JavaScript API v3 was done with respect to the previous u-w Explorer application. This represents several major improvements in terms of functionality, efficiency and usability. The new release supports the display and management of three custom map types: (i) standard tile sets consisting of images which collectively constitute full maps, (ii) image tile overlays that display on top of existing base map types, and (iii) non-image map types which allows to manipulate the display of map information at its most fundamental level. CapsidMaps implements the later. The custom map relies on creating a class that implements a MapType interface. This interface specifies certain properties and methods that allow the API to initiate requests to the custom map type when it determines that it needs to display data within the current view port and zoom level. The client has to handle these requests to decide which data to load. Classes inheriting the MapType interface require several methods to be implemented and their properties defined and populated by the developer.
In order for the CapsidMaps application to display a capsid residue in the map (the screen), u and w values have to be translated into a ''world'' coordinate system. This translation is accomplished using a map projection. Google Maps uses the Mercator projection to create maps from geographic data and convert events on the map into geographic coordinates. Hence, a custom projection method was written for CapsidMaps based on the google.maps.Projection interface, in order to display capsid structural data in a map. A Projection implementation must provide a bi-directional mapping mechanism, i.e., it has to have a definition on how to translate from capsid coordinates (u-w) to the Projection's world coordinate system, and vice versa. Google Maps assumes that projections are rectilinear. Each Projection provides two methods which translate between these two coordinate systems, allowing to convert between capsid and world coordinates:
The Projection.fromLatLngToPoint() method converts a u-w pair into a world coordinate. This method is used to position overlays on the map (and to position the map itself). The Projection.fromPointToLatLng() method converts a world coordinate into u-w values. This method is used to convert events such as clicks that happen on the map into capsid coordinates.
In order to calculate pixel coordinates in a convenient way, the Google API assumes that a map at zoom level 0 is a single tile of the base tile size. Thus, world coordinates are defined relative to pixel coordinates, using the projection to convert u and w values to pixel positions on this base tile. In this way, a world coordinate is independent of the current zoom level. World coordinates in Google Maps are measured from the projection's origin (upper left corner) and increase in the X direction towards the right, and increase in the Y direction downwards. In other words, for zoom level 0 the pixel coordinates are equal to the world coordinates. The Maps API constructs a viewport given the zoom level center of the map and the size of the containing Document Object Model (DOM) element, usually defined with an HTML <div> tag, and translates this bounding box into pixel coordinates. At the end, the usable world coordinate space in the viewport has an area of ({0-256}, {0-256}) pixels.
Google Maps API V3 implements many new features and code optimizations in comparison to previous versions. Now it implements the Model-View-Controller architecture. The number of markers the application can handle has increased significantly through the use of the markerCluster class object, having the additional benefit to create density heat-maps (discussed later). Also, the Google API design is simpler, allowing the programmer to write less Javascript code for the client-side layer, decreasing network traffic.
Results and discussion
CapsidMaps features
The Black Beetle Virus (PDBID = 2bbv, T = 3) is chosen as an example to showcase the CapsidMaps application and its new functionalities. Once a particular virus is selected on VIPERdb, the polar CapsidMap can be accessed from the Info-Page, under the corresponding tab on the left menu. When the browser opens the Info-Page, all the data needed for the generation of a polar u-w map is retrieved from the VIPERdb server through an application programming interface function call and delivered to the client in XML structured format, asynchronously updated using the AJAX technique. The CapsidMap is then populated with one marker for each protein residue returned, displaying them on a polar grid, with the origin at the center of the viewport. Following the u-w Explorer definition, the u angle grows counterclockwise from the right (0-360°) and the w angle (0-90°) grows radially outward (Fig. 2) . In addition to the position coordinates (r, u, w), the structural information associated with each residue namely, amino acid type, sequence id, parent subunit, secondary structure, number of neighbor interactions, family sequence identity and solvent accessible surface area. The user interface is composed by the interactive polar u-w map on the main display area, with a control panel on the right. Because of the features available in the Google Maps API, the map itself transparently integrates all the interactive features that a regular Google map has, including zooming in or out, and dragging the display with the mouse in any direction. The control panel is composed of several sections, each one providing a Fig.3 . The CapsidMaps tool integrates several layers. The VIPER data base is at the foundation of the platform. The client layer communicates with the server layer to extract specific information from the data base. The client then displays the data dynamically using the Google Maps libraries.
specific set of options. On the View section the user can quickly switch from the current view to either the default view (zero level zoom) or the Q3F (quasi 3-fold) view, which is a zoomed in view of the central IAU down the quasi 3-fold axis of the reference asymmetric unit of the capsid. The Show and Hide section offers the option to independently display (on by default) or hide any of the individual elements on the map: coat protein subunits, the icosahedral asymmetric unit (represented by a triangular frame), or the heat-map. In addition, the user can select which specific group of residues to display for further analysis: interface, core, outside surface or inside surface. By default, all amino acid types are displayed, however, the user can select and show one particular type from the drop-down select box in this section (Res. Type). In addition, the user can download relevant data of the currently displayed residues of interest on the CapsidMaps interface at any point during this selection process, through a function call on the Residue Info section. A separate page will open, showing a compiled list of residues with its corresponding information. This functionality is helpful when a deeper analysis of a capsid is needed, or a detailed comparison between two or more capsids is desired.
Interface, core and surface protein residues
All residues in the coat protein are grouped into four categories based on their three dimensional spatial location: interface, core, exterior surface or interior surface (Fig. 4) .
The interface residues are displayed by default, the trail of interface residues form a distinctive interaction pattern that is unique to a specific virus or family of viruses. Any of the other three groups (core, exterior or interior surfaces) can be independently loaded into the CapsidMap by clicking on the corresponding control. Also by default, the markers are colored according to the parent subunit the residues belong to, using a standard color scheme. The IAU is depicted by a triangular frame, where the upper vertex represents the 5-fold axis and the other two vertices correspond to 3-fold axes of symmetry with a 2-fold axis located in between. The advantage of displaying structural data in this way is to facilitate the comparison of the capsid maps of different capsids. The core residues cluster together with high density, while the interface residues that are responsible for holding the capsid together surround the boundary of individual CPs. The localizations of the interface residues along the periphery of the subunits show the differences between the distinct quasi-equivalent environments. Furthermore, by visually inspecting the solvent exposed residues on the capsid one can search and identify the locations of antigenic epitopes and their relative proximity to other surface exposed regions.
Heat-maps
As mentioned previously, Google Maps API v3 has the ability to create heat-maps, according to the local marker density (Fig. 5) . This is a helpful representation for the analysis of viral capsids quaternary structure, since it gives information on where the highly populated interaction regions are located in the protein-protein interfaces (interaction patterns). For example, it is easy to visually identify important residue clusters which could be involved in the generation of nascent oligomers (dimers, trimers, etc.) that will eventually give rise to the whole macromolecular structure. Depiction of the heat-maps in the reference IAU frame could provide a novel and powerful way to study the self-assembly mechanism of viral particles in the future.
Sequence identity, degree of residue interaction, and buried surface area
The section Color by in the control panel offers the option to change the color-coding of the markers (Fig. 6) .
The color-code currently being used is displayed at the far left, under the info-box. The default is to color the markers depending on the parent subunit the residues belong to and the local quaternary environment they are in. However, there are three other options to color-code the markers depending on the sequence identity, solvent accessible surface area (SASA) or buried surface area (BSA), or number of neighboring interactions each residue makes (when the interface residues are displayed). Sequence identity, i.e., the a.a. sequence conservation among members of the corresponding virus family, has been previously calculated through an intra-family multiple sequence alignment (IFMSA). The IFMSA calculation is based on the three dimensional structure multiple alignment between all structurally characterized members of a particular family. The results have been added to the VIPER database, from where they can be retrieved via an API procedure call. All the IFMSAs were computed with the package T-Coffee (Notredame et al., 2000) , using a consensus of several pairwise structure alignment profiles built with SAP (Taylor et al., 1994) , MUSTANG (Konagurthu et al., 2006) and TM-align (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005) . The precomputed IFMSAs can also be downloaded from the VIPERdb server in clustalw format through a link in the Biodata tab. The power of this type of representation can be appreciated in the case of the Black Beetle Virus, where it can be seen that there is a high degree of sequence conservation near the axes of symmetry, implying a common assembly mechanism shared by all members of the Nodavirus family. The number of interactions of each interface residue makes with the neighboring subunits is calculated when the virus entry is deposited in VIPERdb, storing the results in the data base for later retrieval through a procedure call. The data set can be visualized by clicking on the corresponding button on the control panel. This information is useful to identify the location of residues that contribute the most in the network formed at the quaternary interfaces. In the case of the Black Beetle Virus, the distribution of these residues is not uniform along the borders of the coat proteins, but are rather concentrated in specific regions. Having a large number of interactions might imply that these residues could be responsible for the stability of the viral particle, pinpointing a putative target for capsid disruption.
Other quantities calculated when a new entry is deposited in VIPERdb are the related SASA and BSA. The later is used to estimate subunit association energies by multiplying its value by some solvation parameters (Horton and Lewis, 1992) . This is done for each residue in the IAU, regardless of its classification inside the coat protein, and considering all neighboring subunits in the whole capsid. These values, first described by Lee and Richards (1971) , and Rashin (1984) , measure the degree of exposure to the solvent, or genome, a specific residue has (in Å   2 ). The classic view of the meaning of such values is that the amount a residue is buried Fig.6 . Black Beetle Virus interface residues, color coded according to four different criteria: (Top left and Clockwise) capsid environment type, family sequence conservation, number of interaction contacts per residue, and solvent accessible surface area. When clicking on a particular marker, a balloon shows general information about the corresponding residue, and hovering over it shows a synthesis of the data. inside a protein, or a protein-protein interface, is important (the former being related to the stability of the protein fold and the latter to the formation of oligomers), since it has been shown that their values correlate to the folding or binding free energy (Miller et al., 1987; Janin et al., 1988; Noskov and Lim, 2001 ). This can clearly be observed in the case of the Black Beetle Virus, where the majority of the interface residues have SASA values close to zero, and equivalently large BSA values, implying an energetically stable capsid. Finally, and as discussed earlier, the CapsidMaps inherit all dynamic features that Google Maps have. Clicking on an individual marker will pop up an Info-Window with relevant structural information about the corresponding coat protein residue: amino acid type, residue sequence number, type of secondary structure it belongs to, number of interactions made (if the residue belongs to an interface), residue BSA or SASA value (if the residue belongs to the core/interface or the exposed surface, respectively) and the residue exact position in spherical coordinates.
Quantitative comparisons: S-score
In order to measure the degree of similitude between the interaction patterns of two viruses (or the same virus in two different conditions if the structural data is available), the calculation of the S-score was implemented. The estimation of the S-score requires the manipulation of big matrices (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2008) , and even though its value is just the mathematical dot product between two of them, it can be a cumbersome computation. The CapsidMaps application facilitates this, by providing an interface to select a second virus entry on VIPERdb through the S-score section of the control panel. After the S-score has been calculated, its value is shown. Additionally, the residues of the second virus are displayed on the map, superimposed on top of the residues of the first virus. In order to make a clear distinction between the two data sets, markers of the second virus are colored gray. This provides a good way to quantitatively assess the quaternary similarity between two capsids (regardless of family or T number), but also to visually identify regions in space where differences might occur (Fig. 7) .
Searching for specific residues
Clicking or hovering over a marker will display information related to the corresponding residue in two ways: as a small balloon on the map or on an info-box on the Residue Info section of the control panel. Searching for a specific residue, however, can be difficult when the map is populated with a high number of markers. Therefore, the Residue Info section offers the option to quickly find a residue by entering the name of the parent subunit and the residue sequence id. When the user clicks on the corresponding button, an Info-Window (balloon) will pop up on the map, showing the location of such residue (Fig. 7) .
Conclusions
Here we show the use of the CapsidMaps application to visualize spherical virus structure derived data, proving to be a powerful way to analyze these macromolecular protein assemblies. This hybrid web application is a good example of how the unconventional use and integration of unrelated tools and datasets can break old paradigms, opening the door to further improve the way research is done. The case study used clearly demonstrates that the application is able to provide a novel approach that facilitates the study of complex systems. To the best of our knowledge, CapsidMaps is the first application of its kind in the field of structural virology. In conclusion, CapsidMaps is a sophisticated visualization and analysis tool which will potentially enhance our understanding of complex structural data sets, making it easier to discover The application has the ability to calculate the S-score between two capsids. Once a second virus is selected by its PDBID, the metrics value is displayed in the control panel. Additionally, residues of the second virus are also displayed on the map (gray color), allowing for the visual assessment of where main quaternary differences might be. (Right) Another added feature is the ability to search for a specific residue by specifying a subunit and a sequence id.
patterns and relationships and to form hypotheses in the realm of structural virology.
